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PEOPLE ACHIEVE
GREAT THINGS IN
A BALANCED
ENVIRONMENT
People spend almost a third of their lives in the office.
That means companies seeking top talent must offer
a positive, engaging work environment. They must
empower their teams with healthy workspaces where
it’s easy to think, work and collaborate. Balance is the
key, creating a sense of harmony that flows through
a building, inspiring people in its path. When all of
the elements complement each other in this way
productivity is not forced, it happens naturally.
The Bank. Timeless Balance
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A MONUMENTAL
BUILDING THAT
UNDERSTANDS
THE FUTURE
The Bank is a multiple prize-winning building and a renowned
Amsterdam landmark. Its historical exterior complements a
delightful interior where comfort and smart design take center
stage. High-end, sustainable workspaces are provided on every
floor, each one infused with wellness and natural elements.
Ergonomics, attractive design and technology are combined
to create holistic spaces that naturally bring out the best in
people. Such equilibrium gets business done in a fun, productive
environment. Blending form, function and sustainability
in this way does more than facilitate workflows - it creates a
timeless balance.
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TIMELESS

A MAGNET FOR TALENT
IN A PERFECT LOCATION
The Bank has an enviable location in the heart of Amsterdam city
center. It is surrounded by canals, parks, entertainment and some
of the best places to eat and drink. The local area is a mix of famed
tourist hotspots, international commerce and business talent. It’s
home to all the places that make Amsterdam what it is - a vibrant,
inspirational place to meet new, alternative, or like-minded people.
A long list of prominent companies shares the same neighborhood,
and from a diverse range of industries. Big names like Booking.com,
Adyen, Karl Lagerfeld, InsingerGilissen, TakeAway, Vice Media and
Oracle are close by.
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CITY VIBES

An international 24/7 vibe breathes energy into this dynamic city location. Stately and composed, The Bank
overlooks Amsterdam’s world-famous square, Rembrandtplein. Filled with friendly restaurants and buzzing terraces,
this is one of Amsterdam’s best places to unwind. By day, Rembrandtplein is the perfect place to meet or grab
lunch. In the evening it transforms into a vibrant hub of city nightlife. A fun, convivial atmosphere is all around,
which appeals to the tourists and locals who flow through the area. Pleasant places to stroll, eat, shop, or peoplewatch are found in the multitude of shops, bars, nightclubs and restaurants scattered throughout the area.

Leisurely shopping

Fantastic nightlife

The local vicinity caters to everyone’s shopping taste:
• Utrechtsestraat: from divine chocolates to beautiful fashion,
cozy cafés, or fine restaurants.
• Leidsestraat and Kalverstraat: from Karen Millen and Hugo Boss
to H&M, Zara, Urban Outfitters, Pull & Bear and UNIQLO.

Rembrandtplein is full of personality. A host of eateries, cafés, bars
and themed pubs line the square. In addition there are renowned
nightclubs nearby, like:
• Escape
• Paradiso
• Club Nyx
• Fox

Magical canals

Wonderful dining

The Bank is located within the ‘Canal Ring’, an area that boasts one of
the world’s most unique urban landscapes. Every canal in Amsterdam
has its own charm and a special story to tell:
• The Gouden Bocht is one example. This section of Herengracht
displays some of the most beautiful canal houses.
• The Magere Brug: picturesque by day, it is beautifully lit up at
night, making it one of Amsterdam’s most romantic spots.

The Bank’s location makes eating out both convenient and
enjoyable. There’s an endless variety of establishments to choose
from. Some are even located within the building:

Quality hotels

Cultural treats

An enormous variety of hotels are found in the area surrounding
The Bank, making it easy to accommodate clients or employees from
literally anywhere in the world:

Amsterdam is a city famed for its fascinating mix of art, fine music
and history. The Bank is immersed in all of this cultural richness.
Visitors and residents are spoiled for choice:
• National Opera and Ballet
• The Hermitage
Center
• The Rijksmuseum
• Koninklijk Theater Carré
• Stedelijk Museum

•
•
•
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Banks Mansion
The Waldorf Astoria
Schiller Hotel

•
•
•

Hotel L’Europe
Amstel Hotel
TwentySeven

•
•
•
•

Wagamama
Vapiano
Bougainville
The Duchess

•
•
•

Bord’ Eau
Mr Porter
Sky Lounge DoubleTree
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Central Station
7-metro-minutes

Rembrandtplein 47
Amstelstraat 12
Herengracht 595-597 & 601

Schiphol Airport
20-car minutes
Zuidas
17-metro minutes

INFINITELY ACCESSIBLE
Spending time on Rembrandtplein is a pleasure and it’s very easy to reach. In fact, accessibility is a key feature
of the building’s location. Getting there and moving around by public transport, bicycle and car is fast, convenient
and comfortable.

Amsterdam Central Station
Zuidas
Schiphol Airport
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BIKE
6 min.
17 min.
52 min.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
7 min.
17 min.
28 min.

CAR
14 min.
15 min.
20 min.
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Booking.com

Eye Museum

Sky Lounge Double Tree

Adyen
Oracle

Central Station Amsterdam

M

TwentySeven

Red light district

National Opera & Ballet Center

De Bijenkorf
De Dam

Hortus Botanicus

Waterlooplein

Adyen

Hermitage

Bougainville
Guerilla Games

Bank Mendes Gans

Schiller Hotel
Kleine Komedie
M

Hotel L’Europe

Rokin

Escape

Amstel
Tram 4/14

Rembrantplein

Utrechtstestraat

Tram 24
Waldorf Astoria

Muntplein
Kalverstraat

Pathé Tuschinksi
Vice Media
InsingerGilissen
Booking.com

Koningsplein

Club Nyx

Banks Mansion

Herengracht

Lion D’or

Stadsarchief

Expedia

Eurolear

Fabienne Chapot

Richemont

Companies
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Restaurants, bars, hotels

Leisure

Shops
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A BALANCE
OF LIGHT,
DESIGN AND
FUNCTIONALITY
A warm color pallete and the use of natural tones generate
a tranquil, welcoming ambiance. In addition, high-quality
materials and excellent finishing are incorporated into
every aspect of the building. Unwavering attention to
detail has delivered high-end design workspaces, each one
enhanced with wellness and natural elements. It’s all part
of the timeless balance that characterizes The Bank.
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CITY VIEWS
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This building is one of Amsterdam’s talking points, a
centrally-located business center that’s filled with
well-known, A-list tenants. The Bank shines as an
example of what’s possible when all the right
ingredients are in place. This prominent building
upholds its cultural heritage, while providing
modern office spaces in one of Europe’s top cities.
Companies like BNP Paribas, Booking.com and
Starbucks have thrived in The Bank.
It has nurtured many success stories, and one
company has even outgrown the building. That’s
approx. 2,948 sqm of flexible, high-end office space
available at one of the most accessible, inspiring
locations possible. For any business seeking a
world-class, future-ready work environment, this is
the ideal opportunity.

HERENGRACHT 601
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ALWAYS A STEP AHEAD
Regular upgrades have kept The Bank one step ahead of the
competition. The office space of Herengracht 601 is renovated
with a keen eye for detail and a passion for sustainability.
A human-centered design and technical updates ensure
the building is comfortable and cutting edge. It has its own
entrance at Herengracht, top-class workspaces and a beautiful
courtyard garden. In the impressive foyer there is a reception,
while a selection of ground floor restaurants is open to the
public. Daylight and eye-catching design reign throughout
bright, airy office floors, while underground parking spaces are
heated and ventilated. Flexibility in dividing up floorspaces is
provided, so a company can also set its own original tone.
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UNIQUE OWN ENTRANCE
The Bank’s eye-catching exterior reflects its uniqueness and extraordinary design. The main entrance at the
prestigious Herengracht has been beautifully renovated. It’s a focal point in its own right. This is a doorway
that entices people to enter, upon which the building’s personality is immediately evident. As an addition
to these inherent qualities, it’s also possible to brand the entrance. A company can apply its own branding
elements to this distinctive backdrop of solid design. That presents the opportunity to project a clear image
and relevant messaging to every visitor.
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A key attraction of The Bank is its wonderful
landscaped office garden. This verdant, welcoming
space functions as a center of mindfulness,
positive energy and wellbeing. The recent addition
of large windows strengthens the garden’s impact,
by making it easier to enjoy from the inside. It’s
the perfect place for employees to relax, informally
meet, or simply soak up the ambiance.

SPACIOUS GARDEN
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OFFICE SPACE
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The Bank blends approx. 2,948 sqm of unique
office space with exceptional floorplans. Openness
predominates across a approx. 2,323 sqm first
floor and a ground floor of approx. 625 sqm.
Layouts have been specifically crafted to optimize
air, light and natural views. Eye-catching elements
like a wooden staircase or large windows add
points of interest and extra brightness. This sense
of space and light is remarkable on the floors,
where ceilings are 3.5 meters high. The final touch
is seen in quality finishing, and the addition of
features such as LED lights. Comfort is enhanced
via openable windows, ceiling induction units and
climate installations. A brand new elevator and new
sanitary facilities merge practicality with luxury.
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FACTS AND FIGURES
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•

Approx. 2,948 sqm of unique office space in landmark building

•

High end modernized

•

Eye-catching wooden staircase

•

Large and openable windows

•

Exceptionally high ceilings: 3.5 meters

•

Quality finishing

•

Ceiling induction units

•

Well-designed elevator

•

New sanitary facilities

•

23 parking spaces in parking garage

•

Energy label A
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FLOORPLANS
Floorplans and office spaces are testament
to the care that has gone into every aspect of
The Bank. It’s design offers room to think and
a host of possibilities. Large, open floorplans
span the building, and various attractive
layout options are offered. Throughout
each expansive floor, smart workspaces
complement wonderful architectural
surroundings. They can also be individually
tailored to a company’s needs. Two of the
options are shown here. Structure and layouts
have been meticulously planned to blend
safety, comfort and aesthetic elements.
Recent global events have even been
accounted for. A COVID-proof setup is possible
in order to meet today’s new requirements.
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GROUND FLOOR
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AMSTELSTRAAT

AMSTELSTRAAT

REMB

REMB

N
TPLEI
RAND

N
TPLEI
RAND

TRA AT
HTSES
UTREC

TRA AT
HTSES
UTREC

NGR
HERE

ACHT

ACHT

FIRST FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR

(APPROX. 2,323 SQM)

(APPROX. 625 SQM)
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NGR
HERE

•

Reception: 2 workstations

•

2 Meeting rooms: 12 p

•

Lift

•

Open space workstations: 150 p

•

1 Meeting room: 8 p

•

Toilets

•

Waiting area

•

Kitchen

•

Courtyard

•

Offices: 20 p

•

Break-out spaces

•

Storage

•

Canteen: 50-100 p

•

Storage

•

4 Meeting rooms: 4 p

•

Printerhubs

•

3 Meeting rooms: 8 p

•

Toilets

•

1 Meeting room: 18 p

•

Concentration booths
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EXTRA SAFE FITTINGS
AMSTELSTRAAT

AMSTELSTRAAT

REMB

REMB

N
TPLEI
RAND

N
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UTREC

TRA AT
HTSES
UTREC
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NGR
HERE

ACHT

GROUND FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR

(APPROX. 625 SQM)

(APPROX. 2,323 SQM)

NGR
HERE

ACHT

•

Reception: 2 workstations

•

Canteen: 14 p

•

Toilets

•

Work spaces: 123 p

•

1 Meeting: 6 p

•

7 Break-out spaces

•

Waiting area

•

2 Break-out spaces

•

Lift

•

2 Workbenches: 6 p

•

4 Booth seatings: 1 p

•

Storage

•

3 Meeting rooms: 2 p

•

Kitchen

•

Courtyard

•

3 Meeting rooms: 2 p

•

1 Banquette seating: 2 p

•

Toilets

•

2 Meeting rooms: 4 p

•

Storage

•

1 Meeting room: 4 p

•

2 Informal meeting spaces
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
In line with the focus on sustainability, an existing building has been renovated. The end result is a place of
work where humans naturally fit and can flourish. Innovative technologies drive the efficient use of resources.
They include thermo-active cooling and heating, external sun protection, insulating glazing and modern building
control technology. The achievement of WELL building standards is clearly visible. Modern, ergonomic
design provides comfortable spaces to create, concentrate and collaborate. Natural light is optimized. Plants
complement the courtyard, which is centrally located to merge work and relaxation areas. The Bank excels in
achieving balance - between community and privacy, between tasks and creative freedom, between the working
world and downtime.
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SUN PROTECTION

SANITARY FACILITIES

The exterior facade is equipped with existing
automatic, electronically-activated sun blinds.

Existing sanitary facilities are entirely replaced with
luxurious sanitary facilities on the ground floor,
which are supplemented with an additional sanitary
group.

CLIMATE

ROOM CONTROL

LIGHT

FIRE SUPPRESSION

Heating and ventilation are delivered by means
of ceiling induction units, additional cooling and
heating via VRF-units.

Possibility to connect a room control unit per room.

All existing lighting fixtures is completely replaced
and equipped with high quality luxury LED fixtures
in accordance with lighting plan. Light fixtures are
dimmable, light scenes can be created in the office,
and the outside facade is equipped with daylight
control via the above mentioned Multi sensors. There
is a central control and fault panel applied on the
ground floor for e.g. central lighting circuits, fault
messages etc.

Existing fire suppression systems (fire hose reels
and sprinkler systems), fire alarm and evacuation
system (voice alarm) are maintained where possible
and adapted to the new layout drawings.

POWER POINTS

SMART TECHNOLOGY

Workspaces on the beletage and first floor are fed
from floor boxes (flexible to move), the ground-floor
is equipped with a recessed floor channel,
with floor boxes.

HVAC control system and lighting from smart control
technology by means of Multi sensors (motion, light,
temperature, CO2, light scenes, are the possibility of
smartphone control) and prepared in line with the
office layout.
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BALANCE
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CONTACT

Cushman & Wakefield
Gustav Mahlerlaan 362-364
1082 ME Amsterdam
T 020 800 2000
www.cushmanwakefield.nl

Savills Agency B.V.
Claude Debussylaan 48,
1082 MD Amsterdam
T 020 301 2029
www.savills.nl

The data in this brochure are for information purposes only. No liability is accepted for any errors or deviations
from reality. Subject to change. This brochure does not constitute an offer to conclude an agreement.
Last updated: October 2020.

Deka Immobilien Investment GmbH
WTC Amsterdam
Zuidplein 36
1077 XV Amsterdam
www.deka-immobilien.de

www.thebankamsterdam.nl

